Abstract. In order to convert the qualitative description to quantitative concept of effectiveness evaluation of ATCC (Air Traffic Control Center), this paper selects artificial, automation equipment, management and operation environment as effectiveness evaluation factors based on cloud theory, and established a performance evaluation index. Taking a typical ATCC as example, the comment set of each factor is converted into cloud model. The comprehensive cloud picture of factors is produced by forward normal cloud generator. The experiment shows that the method can overcome fuzziness and randomness in the process of traditional evaluation and can accurately reflect control center's effectiveness evaluation level.
Introduction
Air traffic control center is a composition center of multi-level and multivariate composite made by various factors [1] . At present, the related scholars has carried out some existing research of the efficiency, Bai Songhao first introduced the concept of efficiency to the air traffic control areas and applied the neural network method to rough evaluation of air traffic control system efficacy in 2004 [2] . Then he tried to follow the example of Europe and the United States to establish effectiveness evaluation index system which is suitable for China's characteristics is shown in: including "security, delay, cost efficiency and effectiveness can be forecast ", but it belongs to the ideal evaluation index system, its refining indicators are not corresponding to statistics [3] [4] ; These methods only gave a comprehensive evaluation results, the efficiency evaluation cannot completely solved the uncertainty in the process of quantitative and qualitative concept conversion, it means the fuzziness and randomness in the process of transformation.
Design of Normal Model ---Cloud Theory
Definition U is a certain domain of discourse，C is a qualitative concept on U。that is ， 。So the distribution of x on the theory of domain U called cloud. is generated by expectations and variance ; (2) is generated by expectations and variance ; (3) Calculate ； (4) Make (x, y) become a cloud droplets in the domain of discourse; (5) Repeat steps (1) ~ (4) until obtain the required cloud droplets in the domain of discourse. Backward cloud generator can realize conversion between quantitative value and qualitative language value, that is, find out eigenvalue of three forward cloud generator from the given cloud sample, so as to realize the qualitative evaluation of the sample data. Therefore，when the samples of cloud droplets is ，it can get description of cloud which is （ ）.
Effectiveness evaluation method based on cloud model
According to index set of the established index system, each index judgment matrix of each index set is given to calculate the index of the relative weights of the index set in its place and converted into a weight cloud. Using expert scoring method is a layer of the evaluation of indicators, and converted to evaluate cloud, a cloud of index layer, the weight of each index and evaluation weight fitting operation of cloud, it is concluded that the index evaluation cloud of rule layer, and so on, finally concluded that control center system's overall effectiveness [7] . 
Build Cloud Evaluation System
Establish air traffic control center effectiveness evaluation index: attribute set of first evaluation factor: remember U = {U1, U2, U3, U4} = {artificial factors, automation equipment, management factors, operation environment}. Each evaluation factor has several secondary evaluation factors, as is shown in figure 2 .
Test results
Using analytic hierarchy process (AHP) calculates the weight of each factor for air traffic control center effectiveness evaluation system. Weights of index factor for air traffic control center effectiveness evaluation are shown in .453, which fall in the interval (9, 10), and cloud droplets distributed most densely populated in the range, therefore it can be concluded that the results of air traffic control center effectiveness evaluation "satisfaction".
Conclusion
Air traffic control center effectiveness evaluation method based on cloud theory is present the evaluation results of various indicators by cloud model, and combine the fuzziness and randomness together organically, and realize the natural transformation between qualitative linguistic value and quantitative numerical, thus compared with the traditional evaluation method, and can reflects the service level of the effectiveness evaluation more accurately.
